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ABSTRACT

Under certain conditions mass transfer limitations on the growth of cloud condensation nuclei
(CCN) may have a significant impact on the number of droplets that can form in a cloud. The
assumption that particles remain in equilibrium until activated may therefore not always be
appropriate for aerosol populations existing in the atmosphere. This work identifies three mech-
anisms that lead to kinetic limitations, the effect of which on activated cloud droplet number
and cloud albedo is assessed using a one-dimensional cloud parcel model with detailed micro-
physics for a variety of aerosol size distributions and updraft velocities. In assessing the effect
of kinetic limitations, we have assumed as cloud droplets not only those that are strictly activated
(as dictated by classical Köhler theory), but also unactivated drops large enough to have an
impact on cloud optical properties. Aerosol number concentration is found to be the key
parameter that controls the significance of kinetic effects. Simulations indicate that the equilib-
rium assumption leads to an overprediction of droplet number by less than 10% for marine
aerosol; this overprediction can exceed 40% for urban type aerosol. Overall, the effect of kinetic
limitations on cloud albedo can be considered important when equilibrium activation theory
consistently overpredicts droplet number by more than 10%. The maximum change in cloud
albedo as a result of kinetic limitations is less than 0.005 for cases such as marine aerosol;
however albedo differences can exceed 0.1 under more polluted conditions. Kinetic limitations
are thus not expected to be climatically significant on a global scale, but can regionally have a
large impact on cloud albedo.

1. Introduction proposed for implementation in general circula-

tion models (GCMs) (Ghan et al., 1993; Liu and
Much of the uncertainty associated with quanti- Wang, 1996; Abdul-Razzak et al., 1998). These

fying the indirect climatic effect of aerosols origin- parameterizations generally rely on the assump-
ates in the complex relationship between aerosols tion that particles are at equilibrium with the
and cloud droplets. Approximate analytical ambient (supersaturated) water vapor concentra-
expressions that predict those aerosol particles tion until activated as cloud condensation nuclei
that activate to form cloud droplets have been (CCN). The number of droplets formed in a cloud

can therefore be estimated from the number of

CCN active at the maximum supersaturation in

the cloud updraft. The problem of droplet nucle-* Corresponding author.
email: seinfeld@its.caltech.edu ation parameterization is then reduced to the
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problem of determining the maximum supersat- drops as only those that are strictly activated (as
defined by Köhler theory); the presence of largeuration in the cloud parcel.

The assumption that all particles respond unactivated droplets cannot be neglected. This

issue becomes even more important when slightlyinstantaneously to any changes in supersaturation
leads to a problem: the amount of water absorbed soluble substances are present in the aerosol

(Laaksonen et al., 1998). The condensationalby the largest aerosol particles when they activate

can be larger than the amount of water vapor growth of an aerosol population prescribes that
particles with very large dry diameters, althoughavailable in the cloud parcel. This problem, known

for a long time, is not serious when predicting the not activated, lead to roughly the same size of

activated droplets and thus belong to the cloudnumber of droplets, because although not activ-
ated, these particles have an equilibrium saturation droplet population. With this in mind, one can

define as CCN all particles that produce dropletsratio very close to unity, as activated particles do.

As a consequence, their growth can be para- that are larger than the smallest particle that is
strictly activated. This cloud droplet definitionmeterized as if they were activated. In addition,

the number of large particles that give rise to this differs slightly from that given by Pandis et al.

(1990); we do not consider as droplets all theproblem are usually negligible compared to the
concentration of smaller particles of the distribu- particles that exceed their critical diameter or have

a critical supersaturation lower than ambienttion, so the errors in cloud droplet number overall

are expected to be small. supersaturation, but only those comparable in size
to those that are strictly activated.The assumption of equilibrium, however, can

lead to a discrepancy in droplet number as a result Based on the previous discussion, the inertial
mechanism of Chuang et al. (1997) is believed notof mass transfer limitations. Chuang et al. (1997)

have shown that under certain circumstances to contribute to any bias in the predicted droplet

number when the equilibrium assumption isgrowth kinetics may retard the growth of CCN
sufficiently to limit the number of activated drop- invoked. However, there are other kinetic limita-

tion mechanisms that produce particles that arelets formed. By comparing the time scale for

particle growth at equilibrium with that for actual much smaller than activated drops; in this sense,
these mechanisms act to decrease the number ofcondensational growth, Chuang et al. (1997) con-

clude that particles with critical supersaturation cloud droplets from that predicted strictly on the

basis of equilibrium activation. This study willless than a threshold value do not have time to
grow larger than their critical size, and thus do focus mainly on these mechanisms.

In the sections that follow, the mechanisms thatnot activate. This suggests that equilibrium models

that diagnose droplet formation from maximum lead to kinetic limitations in cloud droplet forma-
tion are presented. The models used for evaluatingsupersaturation may systematically overestimate

the number of activated droplets formed. Such a kinetic effects are then described, together with

the relevant criteria used for assessing the potentialsystematic bias could have implications for estim-
ates of indirect aerosol radiative forcing of climate. climatic importance of these effects. Finally, simu-

lations are presented, for a variety of updraftIt is difficult, however, to draw firm conclusions

simply from a comparison of timescales because conditions and aerosol types, from which conclu-
sions can be derived regarding the effect of kineticgrowth kinetics depend on the full time history of

supersaturation and particle growth. Furthermore, limitations on cloud droplet number concentra-

tion and albedo.the timescales controlling the growth of the drop-
lets change drastically as the populations grows.
A more conclusive method of evaluating the

importance of growth kinetics is obtained by 2. Kinetic limitation mechanisms
explicitly simulating the kinetic growth process

and then comparing the simulated number of There are three kinetic limitation processes that
can inhibit the formation of cloud droplets. Thesedroplets formed with that predicted by equilibrium

theory for the same CCN concentration and max- mechanisms will be explained with the help of

Fig. 1, which illustrates typical cloud parcel andimum supersaturation.
Furthermore, it is incorrect to consider cloud droplet equilibrium supersaturation profiles (S and
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Fig. 1. Illustration of the kinetic limitation mechanisms.

Seq , respectively) as a function of cloud depth, as particle that activates and remains so throughout
the entire time of cloud formation. The criticalpredicted by adiabatic parcel theory. Each aerosol

equilibrium curve corresponds to particles con- supersaturation of the particle, Sc3 , is less than
Smax ; the time needed for activation is also lesstaining a different amount of solute. The equilib-

rium curves vary with respect to cloud depth as a than the time during which S�Sc3 . When this

particle activates, its equilibrium curve will be atconsequence of droplets changing size as they
traverse through the cloud column. According to a maximum (with Seq=Sc3 ); subsequently, the

particle is activated and Seq drops. As can be seen,equilibrium activation theory, any particle with a

critical supersaturation, Sc , less than the maximum the particle Seq is always less than the parcel
supersaturation, so the driving force for growth,supersaturation, Smax , encountered in the parcel

will activate. However, the time which particles S−Seq , is always positive. This guarantees that

the particle will remain activated throughout theare exposed to a supersaturation level is a crucial
parameter; that time must be sufficiently long to cloud.

The same cannot be said for all the aerosolallow the particle to reach its critical diameter.

The droplet can be considered activated only when types depicted in Fig. 1. The first mechanism that
limits the formation of activated droplets is thethe wet diameter exceeds its critical value.

Furthermore, to ensure constant growth of the inertial mechanism described by Chuang et al.
(1997). This mechanism is illustrated in Fig. 1 fordroplet, the ambient supersaturation should be

high enough for activated droplets to continuously the particles with a critical supersaturation Sc4
(blue curve). These particles have a large drygrow throughout the duration of cloud formation.

The yellow curve of Fig. 1 represents an aerosol diameter and a very low critical supersaturation.
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The timescale of cloud formation is not sufficient do. When using the equilibrium assumption, it is
expected that the inertial mechanism does notfor these particles to reach their critical diameter.

Nonetheless, the driving force for growth is always lead to any bias in predicted droplet number. The

same cannot be said for the evaporation andpositive, and these particles continuously grow,
attaining a wet diameter similar (and actually deactivation mechanisms, which tend to decrease

the number of cloud droplets that are formed.larger) to those of the activated droplets. Thus,

even though these particles do not activate, they Therefore using the equilibrium assumption in the
presence of these two mechanisms will tend tocannot be distinguished from activated droplets,

and so should be treated as such. overestimate the droplet number.

In summary, if kinetic limitations affect mainlyThe red curve corresponds to a particle with a
relatively high critical supersaturation, Sc1 . The larger particles (through the inertial mechanism),

the equilibrium assumption should not induce atime during which S>Sc1 is not sufficient for

activation. As a result, the particle initially grows, large error in predicted droplet number. However,
if kinetic effects apply mainly to the smaller par-but subsequently evaporates to become an inter-

stitial aerosol particle. This kinetic effect is the ticles of a distribution, not only can the equilib-

rium assumption yield large error in predicted2nd of the 3 mechanisms identified, and is termed
the ‘‘evaporation mechanism’’. Although this is an droplet number, but the droplet number will be

sensitive to fluctuations in parcel supersaturation.inertial mechanism (in the sense that small par-

ticles do not respond fast enough to changes in Any factor that can influence supersaturation his-
tory (such as mode radius, number concentration,ambient supersaturation), a different name is

assigned because the particles affected behave and updraft velocity) will, in turn, affect all the
relevant time scales and thus the extent and typemuch differently than those subject to the inertial

mechanism of Chuang et al. (1997). of kinetic limitations.

Finally, some particles can initially activate but
become interstitial aerosol through the third mech-
anism, the so-called ‘‘deactivation mechanism’’. 3. Measures of kinetic limitations
This is illustrated in Fig. 1 for particles of critical
supersaturation Sc2 (green curve). These particles Assessing the effect of kinetic limitations on

cloud droplet formation requires first the calcula-are exposed to a supersaturation that exceeds their

critical values sufficiently long to activate and do tion of two quantities, Neq and Nkn , the number
concentrations of droplets based on equilibriumso initially. However, after a while, the parcel

supersaturation drops below the droplet Seq . and kinetic approaches, respectively. Neq is equal

to the concentration of particles with criticalWhen this happens, the growth driving force,
S−Seq , becomes negative, and these droplets supersaturation, Sc , less than or equal to the

maximum supersaturation, Smax , achieved in thebegin evaporating. The rate of evaporation can be

quite fast, and the droplet may deactivate and ascending air parcel (as calculated by the parcel
model). Neq is based on the assumption that thebecome part of the interstitial aerosol, thus

decreasing the number of cloud droplets. This particles that can activate do so instantaneously,

and is the upper limit to the number of dropletsmechanism is not a result of mass transfer kinetic
limitation, but rather a dynamic effect arising from that can be formed. Nkn is the actual droplet

concentration, and is equal to the number ofthe limited available water vapor; water transfers

from activated drops to other sizes that can still particles that are larger than the activated particle
with the smallest dry diameter (i.e., that has a wetgrow.

The deactivation and evaporation mechanisms radius larger than its critical value). This number

contains droplets that have a critical supersat-render the affected aerosol much smaller than the
activated droplet size, leading to considerably uration less than the parcel maximum supersat-

uration but which are not larger than their criticalsmaller contribution to cloud optical properties.
On the other hand, whereas the inertial mechanism size. Critical parameters are calculated from clas-

sical Köhler theory (Seinfeld and Pandis, 1998).prevents droplets from activating, it does not

produce droplets that are differentiated from other The importance of kinetic growth limitations
on droplet formation will be measured in termsactivated droplets as the other two mechanisms
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of both the activated droplet number and the profile is observed when the inertial mechanism is
the only type of kinetic limitation active. In thiscloud albedo. Based on the variation of Nkn and

Neq with cloud depth, z, one can define the total case, w(z) initially attains large values that

decreases further up in the cloud column (notdroplet ratio at any height z, a(z):
shown), and a(z) approaches unity with increasing

a(z)=Nkn (z)/Neq(z) , (1)
z. If the evaporation mechanism is active, a(z)

initially increases and approaches an asymptoticwhich expresses the ratio of actual droplet number
to the maximum droplets attainable at a certain value less than unity; the fraction that never

activates are the small particles that evaporate.distance above cloud base. The droplet ratio

includes both strictly activated and unactivated This is the ‘‘type 2’’ profile of Fig. 2. Finally, if the
deactivation mechanism is present, then the drop-droplets. It is also useful, when assessing kinetic

effects, to examine the portion of the droplet let ratio would initially increase, reach a max-

imum, and then begin to decrease as particlespopulation that is strictly activated. For this pur-
pose, the unactivation ratio, w(z), defined as the evaporate and deactivate.

It is difficult to determine a priori when a discrep-fraction of droplets that are not activated, is used:

ancy in cloud droplet number is important. Placed
w(z)=Nunact(z)/Nkn (z), (2)

in the context of the effect on albedo, this issue
becomes more straightforward; the discrepancy inwhere Nunact (z) is the number of unactivated drop-

lets in the distribution. For example, a w(z)=0.2 droplet number can be considered significant when
the albedo is biased by an amount comparable tomeans that 20% of the droplets are smaller than

their activation diameter and thus are not strictly the change induced by anthropogenic effects.
Furthermore, GCMs currently implement a cloudactivated.

Profiles of a(z) and w(z) can provide insight drop number calculation for determining cloud

albedo, so it is directly relevant to examine theregarding the kinetic limitation mechanisms pre-
sent. Fig. 2 presents a qualitative sketch of the potential error from the equilibrium activation

assumption. In calculating cloud albedo, the cloudthree types of a(z) profiles seen in the simulations.

Each type represents a case where different kinetic liquid water content and effective radius of the
droplet distribution are used, with the assumptionlimitation mechanisms are active. The ‘‘type 1’’
that the droplet distribution is narrow. Furthermore,

the effect of interstitial aerosol on the liquid water
content and optical properties are neglected.

4. Cloud parcel and albedo models

A cloud parcel model is the simplest tool that
can be used to simulate the evolution of droplet
distributions throughout a non-precipitating cloud

column. These models predict a number concen-
tration profile that starts from zero at cloud base
and reaches an asymptotic value further up. In

reality, droplet number and size are also affected
by turbulent mixing and downdrafts, which cannot
be correctly accounted for in a single parcel model.

Near cloud base, where kinetic effects are strong-
est, droplets from upper levels tend to dry out and

do not participate in the droplet distribution.
Therefore, one would still expect a droplet number
concentration that is zero at cloud base and
quickly reaches an asymptotic value. Such distri-Fig. 2. Illustration of the 3 types of droplet ratio profiles

seen in the simulation. butions have been measured and predicted by
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more comprehensive models (Considine and and the equilibrium supersaturation Seq is given
Curry, 1998), so this variation in droplet number by Köhler theory:
with cloud height must be considered when calcu-
lating optical properties. Finally, existing theoret- Seq=expA2Mwsw

RTrwr
i
−

3nsMwn

4prw (r3
i
−r3dry,i )B−1.

ical aerosol-cloud parameterizations in GCMs are
(10)based on adiabatic cloud parcel model equations,

and so estimating cloud albedo sensitivity to kin-
Here we have used the hydrostatic relation to

etic effects is appropriately carried out using adia-
relate changes in atmospheric pressure to verticalbatic parcel model calculations. In order to assess
velocity in (9). D∞v in (8) is the diffusivity of waterthe differences arising from the kinetic and thermo-
vapor in air, modified for non-continuum effects,dynamic assumptions, a droplet growth model has

been incorporated within the framework of an
D∞v=

Dv

1+
Dv
acr
S2pMw

RT

, (11)adiabatic parcel model.

4.1. Cloud parcel model

where ac=1.0 is the condensation coefficient. k∞aThe adiabatic cloud parcel model is based upon
the parcel model described by Pruppacher and in (8) is the thermal conductivity of air modified
Klett (1997) and Seinfeld and Pandis (1998). for non-continuum effects,
Conservation of heat and moisture for a rising air
parcel can be expressed as k∞a=

ka

1+
ka

aTrrcp
S2pMa

RT

, (12)

dT

dt
=−

gV

cp
−

L

cp

dwv
dt

, (4)

where aT=0.96 is the thermal accommodationdwv
dt

=−
dwc
dt

, (5)
coefficient, and ns in (10) is the number of moles
of solute per particle,

where T is the temperature of the air, V is the
updraft velocity, and wv and wc are the mixing

ns=
4rpepd3

i
3Ms

, (13)ratios of water vapor, and liquid water in the
parcel, respectively (in kg per kg air).

where d
i
is the dry particle diameter, andIn (5), the condensation rate for a population

of water droplets consisting of N
i

droplets of
rp=[(1−e)/ru+e/rs]−1 (14)radius r

i
, i=1 . .. n can be expressed as

is the mean particle density. Surface tension sw isdwc
dt

=
4prw

ra
∑
n

i=1
N
i
r2
i
dr
i

dt
, (6) expressed (J m−2 ) as a function of the parcel

temperature T (Seinfeld and Pandis, 1998). sw=where the particle growth rate is determined from, 0.0761−1.55×10−4 (T-273). Other symbols are

defined in Section 10. Eqs. (4)–(9) constitute adr
i

dt
=

G

r
i
(S−Seq) (7)

closed system of ordinary differential equations
that are solved numerically using the LSODE

with G given by
solver of Hindmarsh (1983).

G=
1

rwRT

p*v D∞vMw
+

L rw[(L Mw/RT )−1]

k∞aT
. (8)

4.2. Cloud albedo

Cloud albedo, Rc , is calculated based on theThe supersaturation S is given by wv/w*v−1. By
two-stream approximation of a non-absorbing,integration of the supersaturation balance equa-
horizontally homogeneous cloud (Lacis andtion,
Hansen, 1974),

dS

dt
=

1

w*v Cdwv
dt

− (S+1) A∂w*v∂T
dT

dt
−

∂w*v
∂pa

ragVBD ,

Rc=
t

7.7+t
(17)

(9)
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where t is the cloud optical depth, characteristics. To explore the dependence on these
parameters, we shall consider a range of values
spanning observations of boundary layer clouds.t= P H

0

3rawc (z)
2rwreff(z)

dz, (18)
This study does not examine all possible phen-
omena that influence aerosol activation behavior,where wc (z) is the liquid water mixing ratio pro-
such as changes in surface tension (Facchini et al.,file along the cloud column, calculated from the
1999), and the presence of slightly soluble sub-parcel model simulations (after transforming the
stances (Laaksonen et al., 1998). For example, aLagrangian solution into Eulerian form by setting
decrease in surface tension (from surfactant specieswc(z)=wc (t) at t=z/V ). rw is the water density,
in the aerosol) should enhance kinetic effects,ra is the air density and reff (z) is the cloud droplet
because (a) the critical radius for activationdistribution effective radius,
becomes larger, so particles need more time to

activate, and (b) a larger fraction of the aerosolreff=
∆2
0

r3n(r) dr

∆2
0

r2n(r) dr
, (20)

population can activate, so more particles compete
for cloud water. Solution non-idealities are notwhere n(r) is the droplet size distribution. These
considered; they do not have a significant impactexpressions yield values for cloud albedo that are
since droplets dilute considerably under supersatu-of reasonable accuracy for relatively thick clouds
rated conditions (Young and Warren, 1992).composed of narrow distributions of large droplets
Finally, the effect of uncertainty in the accom-(Hatzianastassiou et al., 1997).
modation coefficient is not examined.Assuming that the interstitial aerosol has a

negligible amount of liquid water, and that the
droplet population is effectively monodisperse, the 5.1. Key parameters
expression for reff (z) is given by

Cloud thickness influences the transit time of air
parcels rising through a cloud, and hence the timereff (z)=A 3wc(z)

4pN
i
(z)rwB1/3 , (21)

available for particle growth. Boundary layer clouds

are typically 100–500 m thick, with most in the range
where N

i
(z) can be either Nkn (z) or Neq(z). In the

200–400 m (Nichols, 1984; Duynkerke et al., 1995;
first case, the albedo calculated will be the ‘‘kinetic

Frisch et al., 1995a; White et al., 1995). To explore
albedo’’, while the second will be the ‘‘thermodyn-

the dependence of kinetic effects on cloud thickness,
amic albedo’’. The thermodynamic albedo tends

we consider values ranging from 10 to 1000 m.
to be higher than the kinetic albedo. This is

Updraft velocity influences both the transit time
because for the same amount of cloud liquid water,

and the maximum supersaturation in a cloud
the number of droplets predicted is larger in the

updraft. The maximum supersaturation achieved
thermodynamic case, hence the effective radius

is lower in weaker updrafts, so only particles with
according to (21) would be smaller than in the

relatively low critical supersaturations can be
kinetic case.

activated. Observed updraft velocities in boundary
The quantity used for assessing the importance

layer clouds vary widely, but values derived from
of kinetic effects, in terms of cloud albedo, is the

measured vertical velocity variance are typically
difference between thermodynamic and kinetic

30–50 cm s−1 (Nichols, 1984; Duynkerke et al.,
albedo. Because the thermodynamic albedo is

1995; Frisch et al., 1995b). We explore the depend-
larger than the kinetic (as explained before), this

ence on updraft by considering updraft velocities
difference will be positive. Furthermore, since this

of 10, 30, 100, and 300 cm s−1.
difference depends on the cloud depth, we select
the cloud depth for which this difference is
maximum. 5.2. Aerosol characteristics

The dependence of kinetic effects on aerosol
number concentration and mean radius will be5. Simulation parameters
explored by considering a variety of aerosol size

distributions. We consider idealized size distribu-The importance of kinetic limitations depends
on cloud thickness, updraft velocity, and aerosol tions in which the number concentration and
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mean radius are prescribed in order to clearly sort distributions. We then consider various multimode
out the physics involved. We then consider size log-normal distributions that resemble ambient
distributions that more closely approximate ambi- aerosol.
ent distributions.

Size distributions are of the single or multiple 6.1. Single log-normal size distributions
log-normal form,

From the simulations we calculate the a(z) and

w(z) profiles. The results of these simulations aredn(r)

d ln r
= ∑

n
m

i=1
N
i

E2p ln s
i
expC− ln2 (r/rg,i)

2 ln2 s
i
D , (22)

summarized in Table 2, which gives the character-

istics of these ratios for all the mode radii, num-where N
i
is the aerosol number concentration, rg,i ber concentrations, and updrafts examined. Asthe number mode radius, s

i
is the geometric

expected, the droplet ratio (for constant modestandard deviation for mode i, and nm is the
radius and number concentration) in most casesnumber of modes in the distribution. For single
approaches an asymptotic value for large cloudmodes we consider a single value for s=2, but a
depths. Kinetic effects become more apparent aswide range in number concentration (100–
updraft velocity decreases and aerosol concentra-3000 cm−3 ) and mode radius (0.02–0.1 mm). The
tions increase. For a mode radius of 0.03 mm, therange in mode radius and number concentration
droplet number is reduced by 40% for an updraftis appropriate for accumulation mode particles,
velocity of 10 cm s−1 and an aerosol numberwhich comprise most CCN. For multiple modes
concentration of 3000 cm−3. In this particularwe have selected four of Whitby’s (1978) trimodal
example, the unactivation ratio w(z) is close torepresentations, namely the marine, clean contin-

ental, average background, and urban aerosol. zero. This means that most (more than 95%) of
The parameters of these four distributions are the cloud drops are activated. In addition, the
listed in Table 1. The size distributions refer to droplet ratio profile is ‘‘type 3’’, so both evapora-
dry size, while the chemical composition of the tion and deactivation mechanisms are present.
aerosol is assumed pure ammonium sulfate. The dependence of kinetic effects on N

i
is further

In all kinetic simulations, particles are assumed pronounced as mode radius increases. For
initially to be in equilibrium with a relative humid- example, the droplet ratio for an aerosol number
ity of 98%. For the idealized size distributions, we concentration of 3000 cm−3 and a mode radius of
consider 200 size bins spaced equally in log radius. 0.1 mm can be close to zero for a large portion of
Using a size range between about Dp,g/10s and the cloud, because the time required for growth is
10sDp,g covers total particle number to within very large for weak updrafts (this is also seen in
10−7%. The simulations exhibit little sensitivity w(z), which ranges between 1.0 and 0.083). In this
with respect to initial relative humidity concentra- particular case, the profile a(z) is ‘‘type 2’’, so the
tions and denser discretization. evaporation mechanism is present. The fact that

a(z) is maximum at 700 m above cloud base indi-

cates that kinetic effects are very strong. This is6. Effect of kinetic limitations on cloud
not surprising, given the mode radius and concen-droplet number
tration of particles. As updraft velocity increases,
supersaturation, being the driving force for particleWe first explore the parametric dependence of

kinetic limitations using the single log-normal size growth, also increases and activates particles lower

Table 1. Aerosol distribution parameters (r
g,i

in mm, N
i
in cm−3) (W hitby et al., 1978)

Nuclei mode Accumulation mode Coarse mode

Aerosol type rg,1 s1 N1 rg,2 s2 N2 rg,3 s3 N3

marine 0.005 1.6 340 0.035 2.0 60 0.31 2.7 3.1
clean continental 0.008 1.6 1000 0.034 2.1 800 0.46 2.2 0.72
average background 0.008 1.7 6400 0.038 2.0 2300 0.51 2.16 3.2
urban 0.007 1.8 106000 0.027 2.16 32000 0.43 2.21 5.4
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Table 2. Summary of single lognormal aerosol distribution simulations; a
max

is the maximum value of a(z),
encountered at z

a
max

above cloud base

rg,i N
i

V Droplet z
a
max(mm) (cm−3 ) (m s−1) profile type amax (m) a (1000 m) w (20 m) w (1000 m)

0.03 100 0.1 1 1.000 10 1.000 0.002 0.000
0.03 100 0.3 1 1.000 20 1.000 0.006 0.042
0.03 100 1.0 1 1.000 20 1.000 0.024 0.026
0.03 100 3.0 1 1.000 20 1.000 0.095 0.012
0.03 300 0.1 2 0.931 10 0.931 0.005 0.000
0.03 300 0.3 3 1.000 10 0.948 0.008 0.000
0.03 300 1.0 1 1.000 20 1.000 0.028 0.000
0.03 300 3.0 1 1.000 20 1.000 0.095 0.020
0.03 1000 0.1 3 0.918 10 0.768 0.014 0.000
0.03 1000 0.3 3 1.000 10 0.936 0.019 0.000
0.03 1000 1.0 2 0.956 10 0.956 0.037 0.000
0.03 1000 3.0 1 1.000 20 1.000 0.103 0.029
0.03 3000 0.1 3 0.815 10 0.589 0.052 0.000
0.03 3000 0.3 3 0.922 10 0.713 0.050 0.000
0.03 3000 1.0 3 0.944 10 0.889 0.066 0.000
0.03 3000 3.0 3 1.000 20 0.961 0.141 0.001
0.05 100 0.1 1 1.000 10 1.000 0.019 0.042
0.05 100 0.3 2 0.974 10 0.974 0.032 0.000
0.05 100 1.0 1 1.000 20 1.000 0.092 0.013
0.05 100 3.0 1 1.000 20 1.000 0.231 0.004
0.05 1000 0.1 3 0.857 10 0.668 0.159 0.001
0.05 1000 0.3 3 0.948 10 0.847 0.154 0.001
0.05 1000 1.0 2 0.970 20 0.970 0.177 0.002
0.05 1000 3.0 1 0.985 20 0.985 0.323 0.003
0.10 100 0.1 3 0.974 10 0.948 0.206 0.005
0.10 100 0.3 1 1.000 10 1.000 0.244 0.006
0.10 100 1.0 1 1.000 20 1.000 0.386 0.008
0.10 100 3.0 1 1.000 30 1.000 0.586 0.009
0.10 300 0.1 3 0.908 20 0.774 1.000 0.011
0.10 300 0.3 3 0.954 20 0.929 0.414 0.014
0.10 300 1.0 1 1.000 20 1.000 0.422 0.024
0.10 300 3.0 1 0.998 30 0.998 0.671 0.018
0.10 1000 0.1 3 0.925 200 0.785 1.000 0.034
0.10 1000 0.3 3 0.950 70 0.804 1.000 0.033
0.10 1000 1.0 3 0.979 20 0.933 1.000 0.036
0.10 1000 3.0 1 1.000 20 0.994 0.755 0.040
0.10 3000 0.1 2 0.902 700 0.902 1.000 0.133
0.10 3000 0.3 3 0.925 500 0.853 1.000 0.102
0.10 3000 1.0 3 0.952 200 0.857 1.000 0.086
0.10 3000 3.0 3 0.979 50 0.933 1.000 0.083

in the cloud. The dependence on cloud thickness by w(z), is that the inertial mechanism is negligible
for particles of smaller modal diameter; in theis also stronger for a mode radius of 0.1 mm than

for 0.03 mm because (a) maximum supersaturation larger size distributions, roughly half of the par-
ticles are not activated during the first 50–100 mis achieved further up from cloud base, and, (b) the

larger particles respond more slowly to variations of the cloud. Despite the difference in modal size,
the fraction of small particles that fail to activatein supersaturation. The deactivation mechanism

is responsible for decreasing the droplet ratio for is roughly the same at large cloud depths.

The simulations indicate that a large modelow updrafts and high number concentrations (>
300 cm−3 ). Another striking feature, as evidenced radius tends to accentuate kinetic effects. By exam-
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ining a(z) and w(z) as a function of mode radius the accumulation mode is expected to determine
the kinetic effects of the aerosol types in Table 1.for a number concentration of 100 cm−3, we can

see that evaporation and deactivation effects are Fig. 3 shows a(z) and w(z) as a function of

updraft velocity and cloud thickness for the aero-negligible for all mode radii; most droplet ratio
profiles are of type 1. Inertial effects (as shown by sol types shown in Table 1. Simulations reveal

that kinetic effects for the marine aerosol arethe value of w(z) at 20 m) become increasingly

important as mode radius increases. On the other negligible regardless of updraft velocity and cloud
thickness. This is not surprising, given that thehand, a(z) never drops below 0.95. This is an

important point: for low concentration of particles, number concentration of the accumulation mode,

60 cm−3, is too low for kinetic effects to bekinetic effects that influence droplet number are
negligible regardless of particle diameter. The iner- important.

The accumulation mode number concentrationtial mechanism is the only type of limitation

experienced by these particles. for the clean continental aerosol is much higher,
800 cm−3, so kinetic effects become evident atKinetic effects are more prominent when the

number concentration increases to 1000 cm−3. weak updraft velocities: a(z) is always below 0.85

for V=10 cm s−1, and 0.95 for V=30 cm s−1.When the concentration of particles is this high,
profile types indicate that the deactivation and Results for the clean continental aerosol are com-

parable to those illustrated in Table 2 for a numberevaporation mechanisms are much more promin-

ent than for a particle concentration of 100 cm−3. mode radius of 0.03 mm and a number concentra-
tion of 1000 cm−3, but with kinetic effects beingThis suggests that these kinetic limitation mechan-

isms are present primarily at high number somewhat weaker because of the lower number
concentration. The ratio w(z), however, is low andconcentrations.
the droplet ratio approaches an asymptotic value,

so the aerosol is subject to the evaporation mech-
anism, as some of the particles fail to activate in

6.2. T rimodal log-normal size distributions
the initial stages of cloud formation.

Kinetic limitations on droplet formation areFrom the previous section, it is clear that kinetic
limitations on droplet formation are important for quite important for the average background aero-

sol, which has an accumulation mode numberhigh number concentrations, and large mean

particle size can further enhance these effects. concentration of 2300 cm−3. The droplet ratio is
a little over 0.8 for a 30 cm s−1 updraft, which isAlthough one can imagine combinations of

number concentration and mean particle size that consistent with the single log-normal size distri-

bution with the same number concentration.would yield significant kinetic limitations, such
combinations may not be realistic. High particle Although there are strong inertial effects in the

coarse mode, its contribution to the total dropletconcentrations are normally associated with small

particle sizes, and vice versa. An assessment of the number concentration is rather small. Because of
this, w(z) is low, less than 0.1 for cloud depthsimportance of kinetic limitations on ambient drop-

let formation should therefore consider size distri- larger than 20 m, indicating that most of the

droplets are strictly activated. For weak updrafts,butions that represent ambient aerosol. In doing
so, we examine the trimodal log-normal fits to because of the high concentration of accumulation

mode particles, deactivation plays a significantmeasured size distributions for a variety of aerosol

types in Table 1. role and reduces the droplet number by 20%.
Overall, the aerosol seems to be subject to bothAlthough the number concentration for the

nuclei mode can be quite large, the particles are deactivation and evaporation mechanisms, the

degree to which depends on the updraft velocity.so small that the supersaturation necessary for
activating them is never encountered within a With an accumulation mode number concentra-

tion of 32,000 cm−3, one might expect substantialcloud. Furthermore, the mean particle size of the
coarse mode is large enough for significant kinetic kinetic effects for the urban aerosol, and indeed

this is the case. In fact, kinetic effects are so strong,effects, but the number concentrations are usually

too small to have a significant impact on droplet that a(z) is zero until 70 m above cloud base. The
activation ratio never exceeds 0.8, even for thenumber. Thus, the distribution characteristics of
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Fig. 3. Droplet and unactivation ratios as a function of updraft velocity and cloud thickness for the background,
clean continental, marine, and urban distributions of Table 1. Solid lines represent the droplet ratio a(z), while dashed
lines represent the unactivation ratio w(z).
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strongest updrafts. The latter indicates that many ficant difference in cloud albedo; this difference
becomes very large however, close to 0.05, whenparticles fail to activate as the supersaturation
the concentration is around 3000 cm−3. For adecreases following the maximum supersaturation
number mode radius of 0.1 mm (top right panel ),in all updraft cases examined. Inertial effects are
these effects are enhanced considerably and thealso significant; even for clouds of 200 m thickness,
albedo difference approaches 0.7 for the lowestw(z) is above 0.2. Finally, deactivation is also very
updraft and highest number concentrations. Thestrong since the decrease in a(z) after the maximum
cases where albedo difference is below 0.005 seemis about 20%.
to be the same for both mode radius cases, when
the number concentration is below 300 cm−3.

The above statements are further supported by7. Effect of kinetic limitations on cloud albedo
the two bottom panels of Fig. 4. These show the
maximum albedo difference as a function of modeFor very thin clouds (of the order of 10 m), the
radius, for two number concentrations. Regardlessoptical depth is small, so the albedo difference
of modal radius, when the concentration isitself is small. As the cloud depth increases, so
100 cm−3 (bottom left panel ) the albedo differencedoes optical depth. This initially leads to an
is insignificant. However, when the concentrationincrease in the albedo difference; after a certain
becomes 1000 cm−3, kinetic effects are almostpoint, the optical depth is so large, that the albedo
always significant. When the albedo difference isdifference begins to decrease. The point of max-
around 0.1, the effect of mode radius seems toimum difference between thermodynamic and kin-
be small.etic albedo is used for evaluating kinetic effects. A

By comparing Fig. 4 with Table 2, we observeclimatically important kinetic effect would be con-
a consistent trend; the maximum albedo differencesidered for a difference between kinetic and ther-
tends to exceed the 0.005 value whenever the

modynamic albedo larger than about 0.005; this
droplet ratio consistently (that is, for all cloud

albedo change, if relevant globally, could yield an
depths) is below 0.9. This is an important point,

uncertainty in radiative forcing comparable to
since it provides a quantitative measure for when

that estimated for anthropogenic indirect aerosol
the bias in droplet number becomes important.

radiative forcing (Facchini et al., 1999). It should
also be noted that the maximum albedo difference

7.2. T rimodal log-normal size distributions
in the simulations (both single mode and trimodal
distributions) was encountered in the first 300 m Fig. 5 shows the maximum difference in cloud

albedo between the thermodynamic and kineticof the cloud. As expected, increasing the kinetic
activation models, for the four log-normal distri-effects for constant updraft tends to shift the locus
butions of Table 1. Albedo differences are shownof the maximum higher up in the cloud.
for both the total number concentration in Table 1
and twice these values. The urban aerosol distribu-

7.1. Single log-normal size distributions tion exhibits the largest difference in albedo, which
is expected, given that it is the distribution withSince the difference between thermodynamic
the largest kinetic limitation effects in dropletand kinetic cloud albedo depends on the difference
number. Of the other aerosol classes, the largestin cloud droplet number, it is expected that the
sensitivity is experienced by the clean continentallargest difference would be seen for high number
aerosol, where a doubling in concentration leadsconcentrations. The discrepancy is also expected
to a fivefold increase in albedo difference (at theto be enhanced if the distribution has a large
highest updraft velocities). As in Subsection 7.1,modal radius. This can be seen in the two top
kinetic limitations become important for cloudpanels of Fig. 4, which shows the maximum albedo
albedo whenever a(z) is consistently below 0.9.difference, as a function of number concentration,

for two modal radii. For a number mode radius
of 0.03 mm (top left panel ), there is large sensitivity 8. Summary and conclusions
of kinetic effects on albedo to number concentra-

tion. For low concentrations (100 cm−3), kinetic There are three mechanisms that lead to kinetic
limitations on cloud droplet formation. The first,limitations are not strong enough to yield a signi-
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Fig. 4. Maximum difference between thermodynamic and kinetic cloud albedo. The single model log-normal distribu-
tion is used with (a) number mode radius 0.03 mm, (b) number mode radius 0.1 mm, (c) number concentration of
100 cm−3, and (d) number concentration of 1000 cm−3.

identified by Chuang et al. (1997), and termed the uration is low enough) evaporate to form

interstitial aerosol because the time they areinertial mechanism, arises when particles with crit-
ical supersaturation less than a threshold value exposed to high supersaturation is not sufficient

to reach their critical radius. Large particles, whichdo not have time to grow larger than their critical

size and thus do not activate. In the second are subject to the inertial mechanism, are also
large enough to be considered cloud droplets evendeactivation mechanism, activated droplets evapor-

ate to form interstitial aerosol when the parcel when they are not strictly activated. Particles,
however, that are subject to the deactivation andsupersaturation drops below the droplet equilib-

rium saturation ratio. In the third mechanism, the evaporation mechanisms become much smaller

than activated drops and hence should not beevaporation mechanism, particles that could poten-
tially activate (because their critical supersat- considered cloud droplets. Thus, if deactivation
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Fig. 5. Maximum difference between thermodynamic and kinetic cloud albedo. The aerosol distributions in Table 1
are used with (a) given number concentrations, and (d) doubled number concentrations.
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and evaporation significantly reduce the droplet are conducive towards the appearance of the
evaporation mechanism can lead to substantialnumber concentration, these processes should be

accounted for in parameterizations of the activa- kinetic effects. As a consequence, kinetic limita-

tions are not expected overall to be climaticallytion process. The inertial mechanism, although a
type of kinetic limitation, does not generate a significant, but can have a noticeable local impact.

Existing parameterizations of aerosol activationdiscrepancy in cloud droplet number. Most of

the discrepancy is a result of the smaller particles in GCMs do not usually account for kinetic
limitations. Because closed-form solutions of thethat fail to activate, through the two other mech-

anisms identified. This also implies that for cases activation process are not available, parameteriza-

tions can be fit to kinetic simulations. Futurewhich kinetic effects are significant, the droplet
number is quite sensitive to fluctuations in parameterizations should therefore be matched to

kinetic simulations that extend beyond the pointsupersaturation.

In terms of number of cloud droplets, the condi- of maximum supersaturation, classify activated
particles on the basis of their size rather than theirtions most likely to yield considerable kinetic

effects are those of high aerosol number concentra- critical supersaturation, and also account for fluc-

tuations that may occur in cloud supersaturation.tions. Weak updrafts and large mode radius tend
to enhance kinetic effects. We have also investi-
gated a variety of aerosol types to determine those
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10. Appendix
The conditions most likely to yield considerable

differences in cloud albedo are similar to those
Notation

for droplet number, i.e., weak updrafts, large

mode radius, and high aerosol concentrations. ac condensation coefficient
aT thermal accommodation coefficientSimulations indicate that the maximum albedo

difference is less than 0.005 for marine aerosol cp specific heat of dry air at constant

pressure(where kinetic limitations in cloud droplet number
are also not significant). Albedo differences can, rdry particle dry radius

Dv water vapor diffusivity in airhowever, exceed 0.1 for urban aerosol.

By comparing the droplet ratio and albedo D∞v water vapor diffusivity in air, corrected
for non-continuum effectsdifference plots, it can be seen that kinetic effects

become important whenever the droplet ratio is g acceleration of gravity

G particle growth parameter, as given byconsistently below 0.9. Of the 3 kinetic limitation
mechanisms, the evaporation and deactivation (8)

H cloud thicknessmechanisms can influence droplet number concen-
trations. However, the deactivation mechanism ka thermal conductivity of air

k∞a thermal conductivity of air, corrected fordoes not affect aerosol throughout the cloud and

always appears together with the evaporation non-continuum effects
L latent heat of condensation of watermechanism. So, it is believed that conditions that
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Ma molecular weight of dry air according to Köhler theory
Seq supersaturation in equilibrium withMs molecular weight of the solute

particle sizeMw molecular weight of water
Smax maximum supersaturation in a cloudn(r) number size distribution

parcelnm number of modes in idealized log-normal
t timedistributions
T temperature of air parcelns number of moles of solute per particle
V parcel updraft velocityN aerosol number concentration
wv water vapor mixing ratio in air parcelNeq number concentration of particles with
wc cloud liquid water mixing ratioSc smaller than or equal to Smax w*v p*v /pa saturation mixing ratio of water

Nkn number concentration of particles with
z cloud depth as measured from cloud

dry radius larger than that of the
base (or where S=0%)

smallest activated particle
a droplet ratio Nkn/NeqNunact number concentration of large
e mass fraction of soluble material in the

unactivated particles (with dry radius
dry particle

larger than that of the smallest activated
n number of ions the solute dissociates

particle, but with a wet radius less than
into in solution

the critical size)
ra density of air

pa air pressure
rw density of water

p*v saturation vapor pressure of water rp mean density of particle
r particle wet radius rs density of soluble component of particle
rg,i number mode radius of log-normal size ru density of insoluble component of

distribution particle
reff size distribution effective radius s geometric standard deviation of the
R universal gas constant aerosol size distribution
Rc cloud albedo sw water surface tension
S supersaturation t optical depth

w unactivation ratio Nunact/NknSc critical supersaturation for activating
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